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Bifurcations of Equilibria in
Potential Systems at Bimodal
Critical Points
Bifurcations of equilibria at bimodal branching points in potential systems are investi-
gated. General formulas describing postbuckling paths and conditions for their stability
are derived in terms of the original potential energy. Formulas describing unfolding of
bimodal branching points due to a change of system parameters are given. A full list of
possible cases for postbuckling paths, their stability, and unfolding depending on three
system coefficients is presented. In order to calculate these coefficients, one needs the
derivatives of the potential energy and eigenvectors of the linearized problem taken at the
bifurcation point. The presented theory is illustrated by a mechanical example on stability
and postbuckling behavior of an articulated elastic column having four degrees of free-
dom and depending on three problem parameters (stiffness coefficients at the hinges). For
some of the bimodal critical points, numerical results are obtained illustrating influence
of parameters on postbuckling paths, their stability, and unfolding. A surprising phenom-
enon that a symmetric bimodal column loaded by an axial force can buckle with a stable
asymmetric mode is recognized. An example with a constrained sum of the stiffnesses of
the articulated column shows that the maximum critical load (optimal design) is attained
at the bimodal point. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2793136�
Introduction
This paper is devoted to analysis of bimodal branching points

f stable trivial equilibrium in multiple degrees-of-freedom poten-
ial systems with the symmetry. These points were studied in a
umber of books and papers �1–5�. In the books �1,2�, a rather
eneral method how to analyze postbuckling paths and their sta-
ility is presented. This method involves diagonalization proce-
ure of the potential energy and elimination of passive coordi-
ates, i.e., some transformations of the original potential energy
re needed. References �3,4� deal with the unfolding of bimodal
ranching points of general two degrees-of-freedom systems with
ymmetry. The bimodal critical points and their unfolding for two
egrees-of-freedom systems with double symmetry were studied
n Chap. X of the well-known book �5� on bifurcation theory.
owever, in these works, the full list of possible bifurcations was
ot given.

Some early examples on bimodal critical points were presented
n Refs. �6–8�. It turns out that bimodal branching points are
losely related to structural optimization problems �1�. Bimodal
ptimal columns �in continuous formulation� were recognized in
ef. �9�. Since that time, bi- and multimodality �multiplicity of
igenmodes at the same critical load� became a popular topic in
tructural optimization under stability constraints �10–14�.

In this paper, we intend to give a complete theory of bimodal
ifurcations in potential systems with symmetries. We present the
ull classification of possible cases for postbuckling paths and
heir stability depending on three coefficients. It is important that
ll the formulas derived in this paper are given in terms of the
riginal potential energy of the system with multiple degrees of
reedom. Then, we study unfolding of bimodal branching points
ue to change of problem parameters. Our approach is straightfor-
ard, explicit, and practical allowing to analyze bifurcations and

tability of postbuckling paths, as well as their unfolding, based
n calculation of the derivatives of the potential energy and eigen-
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vectors of the linearized problem, taken at the bifurcation point.
The presented theory is illustrated by a mechanical example on
stability and postbuckling behavior of an articulated bimodal elas-
tic column having four degrees of freedom and depending on
three parameters.

2 Potential Systems
Consider a potential system with a state vector q

= �q1 ,q2 , . . . ,qn�. Equilibria of such a system are determined by
critical points of the potential energy function V�q� at which first
variation of the potential energy with respect to the state vector is
zero:

�V�q� = 0 �1�
An equilibrium is stable if it is a minimum of the potential. The
sufficient stability condition is that the second variation of the
potential is positive for all small variations �q:

�2V�q� � 0 �2�

with the unstrict inequality �2V�q��0 giving the necessary con-
dition. The equilibrium condition �1� can be written in the form

�V = 0 � = � �

�q1
,

�

�q2
, . . . ,

�

�qn
� �3�

The stability condition �2� requires positive definiteness of the
Hessian matrix

C�q� = �
�2V/�q1

2 �2V/�q1�q2 ¯ �2V/�q1�qn

�2V/�q1�q2 �2V/�q2
2

¯ �2V/�q2�qn

] ] � ]

�2V/�q1�qn �2V/�q2�qn ¯ �2V/�qn
2
� � 0 �4�

with the second derivatives taken at the equilibrium point q. For
the second variation of the potential, one has �2V= 1

2C�q ·�q,
where a dot denotes the inner product in Rn. The symmetric ma-
trix C is called the stiffness matrix for elastic systems.

We consider systems with the potential V�q� having the prop-

erty
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V�q� = V�− q� �5�

his means that the system is symmetric under the inversion of
he state vector q→−q �pendulum systems, straight beams, plates,
tc.�. Clearly, q=0 is an equilibrium for such systems. Moreover,
he Taylor expansion of the potential V�q� in the neighborhood of
=0 contains only even order terms.

Unimodal (Pitchfork) Bifurcation
Consider a system with the potential smoothly dependent on a

arameter � such that the trivial equilibrium q=0 is stable for �
0 and unstable for ��0. For example, � is a deviation of the

oading parameter from a critical value. At �=0, the stability con-
ition �4� is violated, and the stiffness matrix C0=C�0� becomes
ingular and positive semidefinite �C0�0�. In the case of unimo-
al �pitchfork� bifurcation, there is only one eigenvector u
�u1 ,u2 , . . . ,un� satisfying the equation

C0u = 0 �6�

his eigenvector u corresponds to the zero eigenvalue of the ma-
rix C0 and is defined up to an arbitrary nonzero scalar factor.
roperties of the unimodal bifurcation are well known. However,

n this section, we provide the derivation that facilitates the further
nalysis of the bimodal case.

For small q and �, the potential is given by the Taylor expan-
ion

V =
1

2 	
i,j=1

n
�2V

�qi�qj
qiqj +

1

4! 	
i,j,k,l=1

n
�4V

�qi�qj�qk�ql
qiqjqkql + ¯

+
1

2 	
i,j=1

n
�3V

�qi�qj��
qiqj� + ¯ �7�

here all the derivatives are taken at q=0 and �=0. Here, we used
ondition �5� implying that all terms of odd order in q vanish; an
rbitrary constant term of the potential is taken to be zero. The
ain �second order� term in expansion �7� can be represented as
= 1

2C0q ·q+¯. By using this expression in the equation for equi-
ibria �3�, we find

�V = C0q + ¯ = 0 �8�

ence, according to Eq. �6�, nontrivial equilibria for small � are
iven asymptotically by

q��� 
 �u �9�

here � is an unknown function of �.
In order to find �, consider the equation u ·�V=0 following

irectly from Eq. �3�. By using expansion �7�, we obtain

u · �V =
1

3! 	
i,j,k,l=1

n
�4V

�qi�qj�qk�ql
qiqjqkul + 	

i,j=1

n
�3V

�qi�qj��
qiuj� + ¯

= 0 �10�

n Eq. �10�, the two lowest order terms are presented, and the term
·C0q=C0u ·q vanishes due to condition �6�. Substituting Eq. �9�

nto Eq. �10� and neglecting higher order terms, we obtain the
quation for � as

v1111

6
�3 + v11��� = 0 �11�

here the coefficients v1111 and v11� are

v1111 � �u · ��4V = 	
n

�4V

�qi�qj�qk�ql
uiujukul
i,j,k,l=1
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v11� � �u · ��2�V

��
= 	

i,j=1

n
�3V

�qi�qj��
uiuj �12�

�here, u ·�=	i=1
n ui�� /�qi� is the derivative along the direction u in

state space�.
Nonzero solutions of Eq. �11� are

� = ��−
v11�

v1111
6� �13�

Nontrivial equilibria exist only if the expression under the square
root is positive. Thus, if v11� /v1111�0, then two nontrivial solu-
tions exist for ��0. If v11� /v1111�0, then two nontrivial solu-
tions exist for ��0. These two cases are called supercritical and
subcritical bifurcations, respectively �5�.

Let us study stability of the equilibria q=�u for small �. The
equilibrium is stable if the stiffness matrix C is positive definite
or, equivalently, the second variation �2V= 1

2C�q ·�q is positive
for all �q. Here, the stiffness matrix C�q� is evaluated at q=�u.
Up to zero order terms, C�q�=C0+¯ with the positive semidefi-
nite matrix C0 such that C0�q ·�q=0 only for �qu. Hence, the
stability condition must be checked only along the degenerate
direction �q=u:

�2V =
1

2 	
i,j=1

n � �2V

�qi�qj
�

q=�u,�
�qi�qj



1

4 	
i,j,k,l=1

n � �4V

�qi�qj�qk�ql
�

q=0,�=0
uiuj��uk���ul�

+
1

2 	
i,j=1

n � �3V

�qi�qj��
�

q=0,�=0
uiuj� �14�

where we used the expansion similar to Eq. �7� and neglected
higher order terms. By using notation �12�, we write the stability
condition �2V�0 in the form

v1111

2
�2 + v11�� � 0 �15�

For the trivial equilibrium ��=0�, the stability condition yields
v11���0. Since we assumed that the trivial equilibrium is stable
for ��0, one obtains

v11� � 0 �16�

For the nontrivial solutions �13�, we substitute �=−v1111� /
�6v11�� into Eq. �15� and get

v1111

3
�2 � 0 �17�

This gives the well-known property of the pitchfork bifurcation
�1,5�: The nontrivial equilibrium is stable in supercritical bifurca-
tions �v1111�0� and unstable in subcritical bifurcations �v1111

Fig. 1 Pitchfork bifurcation: „a… supercritical „v1111>0… and „b…
subcritical „v1111<0…. Stable equilibria are shown by solid lines.
�0�, see Fig. 1.
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Bifurcation at a Bimodal Critical Point
The goal of this paper is to study bifurcation at a so-called

imodal critical point, when there are two linearly independent
igenvectors u1 and u2 �unstable modes� satisfying Eq. �6�. For
mall q and �, Eq. �8� gives asymptotic form of the bifurcating
quilibria. Hence, q is a null-space vector of C0 given by an
rbitrary linear combination of u1 and u2:

q��� 
 �u1 + �u2 �18�

here � and � are unknown functions of �. Consider the equa-
ions u1 ·�V=0 and u2 ·�V=0 following directly from Eq. �3�.
imilar to the unimodal case, by using expressions �10� and �18�
nd neglecting higher order terms, we obtain the equations for �
nd � as

�v11�� + v12���� +
v1111

6
�3 +

v1112

2
�2� +

v1122

2
��2 +

v1222

6
�3 = 0

�19�

�v12�� + v22���� +
v1112

6
�3 +

v1122

2
�2� +

v1222

2
��2 +

v2222

6
�3 = 0

ere, we introduced the notation

vabcd = �ua · ���ub · ���uc · ���ud · ��V vab� = �ua · ���ub · ��
�V

��

�20�

ith the derivatives evaluated at q=0 and �=0 �for comparison,
ee Eq. �12��.

Equations �19� can be solved as follows. Expressing � from
ither of Eq. �19�, we find

� = c�2 �21�
here

c = −
v1111	

3 + 3v1112	
2 + 3v1122	 + v1222

6�v11�	 + v12��

= −
v1112	

3 + 3v1122	
2 + 3v1222	 + v2222

6�v12�	 + v22��
�22�

nd 	=� /�. It is also possible to express � through � from Eqs.
19� with a coefficient depending on the inverse ratio 1 /	=� /�.
ournal of Applied Mechanics
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The second equality in Eq. �22� yields the quartic equation for 	
as

c4	4 + c3	3 + c2	2 + c1	 + c0 = 0 �23�

with the coefficients

c0 = v1222v22� − v2222v12� c1 = 3v1122v22� − 2v1222v12� − v2222v11�

c2 = 3v1112v22� − 3v1222v11�

�24�
c3 = v1111v22� + 2v1112v12� − 3v1122v11�

c4 = v1111v12� − v1112v11�

Equation �23� has two or four real roots, see Sec. 5 for the proof
that the situation when all four roots are complex is impossible,
i.e., isola point does not exist. The vanishing leading coefficient
�c4=0� corresponds to 1 /	=� /�=0, which yields �=0.

The obtained results can be summarized as follows.
THEOREM 1. Nontrivial equilibria near a bimodal critical point

�=0 have the asymptotic form q���
�u1+�u2, with �=	� and
�= ��� /c. There exist two or four branches of nontrivial equi-
libria given by two or four real solutions 	 of quartic equation
(23), and c given by expression (22). Each branch determines two
symmetric equilibria, which differ by the sign; the branch is sub-
critical if c�0 (equilibria appear for ��0) and supercritical if
c�0 (equilibria appear for ��0).

We note that the maximum number of postbuckling paths was
counted �5� but formulas for the coefficients �21�–�24� are new.

Let us study stability of the equilibria q=�u1+�u2 for small �.
The equilibrium is stable if the stiffness matrix C is positive defi-
nite or, equivalently, the second variation �2V= 1

2C�q ·�q is posi-
tive for all �q with the stiffness matrix C�q� evaluated at q
=�u1+�u2. As in the unimodal case �see Sec. 3�, the stability
condition must be checked only along the degenerate directions.
In the bimodal case, degenerate directions are �q=au1+bu2 with
arbitrary constants a and b. Up to lowest order terms, we have
�2V =
1

2 	
i,j=1

n � �2V

�qi�qj
�

�u1+�u2,�
�qi�qj 


1

4 	
i,j,k,l=1

n � �4V

�qi�qj�qk�ql
�

q=0,�=0
�au1i + bu2i��au1j + bu2j���u1k + �u2k���u1l + �u2l�

+
1

2 	
i,j=1

n � �3V

�qi�qj��
�

q=0,�=0
�au1i + bu2i��au1j + bu2j��

=
1

2
�v11�� +

v1111

2
�2 + v1112�� +

v1122

2
�2�a2

+ �v12�� +
v1112

2
�2 + v1122�� +

v1222

2
�2�ab +

1

2
�v22�� +

v1122

2
�2 + v1222�� +

v2222

2
�2�b2 �25�

here we used expansion �7� and notation �20�; u1i and u2i are the components of the vectors u1 and u2. Then, the stability condition
2V�0 �for arbitrary nonzero a and b� takes the form of positive definiteness of the 2
2 matrix

�v11�� + �v1111/2��2 + v1112�� + �v1122/2��2 v12�� + �v1112/2��2 + v1122�� + �v1222/2��2

v12�� + �v1112/2��2 + v1122�� + �v1222/2��2 v22�� + �v1122/2��2 + v1222�� + �v2222/2��2 � � 0 �26�
MARCH 2008, Vol. 75 / 021016-3
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It was assumed that the trivial equilibrium ��=�=0� is stable

or ��0. In this case, the stability condition �26� yields the in-
qualities
etric.

21016-4 / Vol. 75, MARCH 2008
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v11� � 0 v22� � 0 v11�v22� − v12�
2 � 0 �27�

For nontrivial equilibria �=	�, �=c�2, condition �26� is equiva-

lent to
�v11�c + �v1111/2�	2 + v1112	 + �v1122/2� v12�c + �v1112/2�	2 + v1122	 + �v1222/2�
v12�c + �v1112/2�	2 + v1122	 + �v1222/2� v22�c + �v1122/2�	2 + v1222	 + �v2222/2�

� � 0 �28�
hus, an equilibrium with the branch corresponding to a given 	
s stable if the matrix �28� is positive definite. If this matrix has a
egative eigenvalue, the equilibrium is unstable.

No Isola Point Exists
We show that it is impossible to have four complex roots 	 of

he quartic equation �23�.
First, we choose the vectors u1 and u2 such that in expressions

19� and �20� v12�=0. With this choice, the 2
2 matrix with the
lements vij� is reduced to the diagonal form. Then, according to
q. �24�, we have

c2

c4
= 3

v1222

v1112
− 3

v22�

v11�

c0

c4
= −

v1222

v1112

v22�

v11�

�29�

ow, let us assume that all four roots of the polynomial �23� are
omplex and equal to x1� iy1, x2� iy2. Then, c0 /c4= �x1

2+y1
2��x2

2

y2
2��0. Hence, from conditions �27� and expressions �29�, we

btain v1222 /v1112�0 and c2 /c4�0. Under these inequalities, it is
asy to show that �c2 /c4�2�36c0 /c4. On the other hand, c2 /c4

x1
2+y1

2+x2
2+y2

2+4x1x2. Since c2 /c4�0, we have �c2 /c4�2

�4x1x2�2=16x1
2x2

2�16c0 /c4. But, this contradicts to the inequal-
ty �c2 /c4�2�36c0 /c4 derived above. Therefore, Eq. �23� always
as real roots.

This means that there is no isola point, i.e., there exist non-
rivial paths bifurcating from the trivial state at the bimodal criti-
al point.

Symmetric Systems
In many practical problems, a system possesses an additional

ymmetry represented by the following invariance condition for
he potential:

V�q� = V�S�q�� �30�

ith a linear map S�q� satisfying the relation S�S�q��=q �of
ourse, S is assumed to be different from q→−q�. This condition
ay reflect axial or spatial symmetry of the system. For example,

onsider a beam of variable cross section with the material distri-
ution symmetric with respect to the middle and identical bound-
ry conditions taken at x= �a, where x is the axial coordinate
ith the origin at the beam center. Then, S�w�x��=w�−x�, where
�w�x� is a deflection function of the beam. Keeping in mind

his example, we say that q is a symmetric or antisymmetric form
f S�q�=q or S�q�=−q, respectively. If S�q�� �q, we say that
he form is of mixed type.

In a unimodal �pitchfork� bifurcation, the unstable mode u must
e either symmetric or antisymmetric: u= �S�u�. It cannot be of
ixed type since that would automatically provide two linearly

ndependent unstable modes u and S�u�.
Let us consider a bimodal bifurcation. We can always choose

he vectors u1 and u2 to be symmetric or antisymmetric: S�u1,2�
�u1,2. We assume that u1 is symmetric, while u2 is antisym-
According to symmetry condition �30�, the coefficients �20� do
not change if we substitute u1 and u2 by S�u1�=u1 and S�u2�
=−u2, respectively. The following coefficients vanish:

v12� = v1112 = v1222 = 0 �31�

since they change their sign under the substitution u2→−u2. Note
that Eq. �19� with conditions �31� coincides with the correspond-
ing equation for a two degrees-of-freedom system with double
symmetry studied earlier �3–5�.

For the sake of convenience, we introduce the normalization
conditions for the vectors u1 and u2 such that

v11� = − 1 v22� = − 1 �32�

which is possible since according to Eq. �27� v11��0 and v22�
�0.

Solving system �19� with Eqs. �31� and �32� gives the unknown
� and � corresponding to three types of nontrivial equilibria:

�2 =
6�

v1111
� = 0 �33�

� = 0 �2 =
6�

v2222
�34�

�2 =
v2222 − 3v1122

v1111v2222 − 9v1122
2 6� �2 =

v1111 − 3v1122

v1111v2222 − 9v1122
2 6� �35�

Solutions �33�, �34�, and �35� with different signs of � and �
define two symmetric, two antisymmetric, and four mixed-type
equilibria �18�, respectively. Symmetric equilibria are subcritical
or supercritical for negative and positive values of v1111, respec-
tively. The type of antisymmetric equilibria is determined simi-
larly by the sign of v2222. Mixed-type equilibria �35� exist if the
quantities v2222−3v1122 and v1111−3v1122 have the same sign. Un-
der this condition, mixed-type equilibria are subcritical or super-
critical for negative and positive signs of the fractional factor in
Eq. �35�, respectively.

The stability condition �26� takes the form

�− � + v1111�
2/2 + v1122�

2/2 v1122��

v1122�� − � + v1122�
2/2 + v2222�

2/2 � � 0

�36�

For symmetric equilibria �33�, eigenvalues of the matrix �36� are

�1 =
v1111

3
�2 �2 =

3v1122 − v1111

6
�2 �37�

By using inequalities �27�, we obtain the stability conditions as

v1111 � 0 3v1122 − v1111 � 0 �38�
For antisymmetric equilibria �34�, the eigenvalues are

�1 =
v2222

3
�2 �2 =

3v1122 − v2222

6
�2 �39�
and the stability conditions become
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v2222 � 0 3v1122 − v2222 � 0 �40�
Finally, for mixed-type equilibria �35�, we find the eigenvalues

�1,2 =
v1111�

2 + v2222�
2 � ��v1111�

2 − v2222�
2�2 + 36v1122

2 �2�2

6

�41�
nd the stability conditions

v1111 � 0 and v2222 � 0 v1111v2222 − 9v1122
2 � 0 �42�

The obtained results allow classifying all types of bimodal bi-
urcations by the signs of specific quantities �depending on deriva-
ives of the potential� evaluated at �=0 and q=0, see Table 1. We
ote that only three numbers, namely, v1111, v2222, and v1122, gov-
rn the postbuckling behavior.

Bifurcation diagrams corresponding to 16 cases of Table 1 are
hown in Figs. 2 and 3, see the diagrams corresponding to =0.
ue to the symmetry with respect to the planes �=0 and �=0, we

how only the quarter domain � ,��0 of the �� ,� ,�� space. In
he figures, stable equilibria are shown by thick lines. Thin solid
nd dashed lines correspond to unstable equilibria with one and
wo negative eigenvalues of the matrix �36�, respectively. S, A,
nd M are abbreviations for symmetric, antisymmetric, and
ixed-type equilibria, respectively. Pictures in Figs. 2 and 3 �
0� are based on relations �33�–�36�, �38�, �40�, and �42�.
One can see from Figs. 2 and 3 �=0� that stable nontrivial

quilibria exist in six cases �the Cases 1–3, 6, 11, and 12�. An
quilibrium of any type can be stable: symmetric, antisymmetric,
r mixed type. In the remaining ten cases, all nontrivial equilibria
re unstable. These cases describe limit points leading to dynamic
naps since beyond these critical points, there is no stable solu-
ion. Nontrivial supercritical equilibria can be unstable for bimo-
al bifurcations, while for unimodal bifurcations, they are always
table. However, stable nontrivial equilibria are always supercriti-
al. If symmetric or antisymmetric equilibrium is stable, mixed-
ype equilibrium is unstable, and if mixed-type equilibrium is
table, the symmetric and antisymmetric equilibria are unstable.

Note that Cases 1, 6, 7, 11, and 12 of Table 1 were recognized
nd qualitatively described �5�.

Unfolding of Bifurcations at Bimodal Critical Points
Now, let us consider a symmetric system, as in the previous

ection, with the potential smoothly depending on m parameters
1 ,�2 , . . . ,�m. We assume that, for fixed �2= ¯ =�m=0, the bimo-
al bifurcation takes place in one-parameter system �=�1, as de-
cribed above. For small nonzero �but fixed� values of the param-
ters �2 , . . . ,�m, the system behavior depending on �=�1 can

able 1 Classification of bifurcations at a bimodal critical
oint

No. v1111 v2222 v1111v2222−9v1122
2 v1111−3v1122 v2222−3v1122

1 � � � � �
2 � � � � �
3 � � � � �
4 � � � � �
5 � � � � �
6 � � � � �
7 � � � � �
8 � � � � �
9 � � � � �
10 � � � � �
11 � � � �
12 � � � �
13 � � � �
14 � � � �
15 � � � �
16 � � � �
hange qualitatively, i.e., we can observe unfolding of the bimodal
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bifurcation. The parameters �2 , . . . ,�m can be treated as imperfec-
tions that keep the system symmetry. Nontrivial equilibria in this
case are described by the asymptotic formula �18�. The unknown
coefficients � and � are determined by the equations

�− � + ṽ11��� + v1111�
3/6 + v1122��2/2 = 0

�43�
�− � + ṽ22��� + v1122�

2�/2 + v2222�
3/6 = 0

where

ṽ11� = 	
k=2

n

�u1 · ��2 �V

��k
�k ṽ22� = 	

k=2

n

�u2 · ��2 �V

��k
�k �44�

with the derivatives taken at �1=�2= ¯ =�m=0 and q=0. Equa-
tions �43� differ from Eqs. �19� and �31� only by small constants
v11� and ṽ22� dependent on the unfolding parameters �2 , . . . ,�m.
By solving system �43�, we find the coefficients � and � corre-
sponding to nontrivial equilibria. Similar to Eqs. �33�–�35�, there
can be symmetric, antisymmetric, and mixed-type solutions:

�2 =
6�� − ṽ11��

v1111
� = 0 �45�

� = 0 �2 =
6�� − ṽ22��

v2222
�46�

�2 = 6
�� − ṽ11��v2222 − 3�� − ṽ22��v1122

v1111v2222 − 9v1122
2

�47�

�2 = 6
�� − ṽ22��v1111 − 3�� − ṽ11��v1122

v1111v2222 − 9v1122
2

If ṽ11�� ṽ22�, the branches of symmetric and antisymmetric equi-
libria �45� and �46� do not intersect in the space �� ,� ,��. This
means that the bimodality is destroyed. As for the equilibria of
mixed type �47�, they coincide with the symmetric ones �45� at the
points

�s�: �s
2 = −

6�ṽ11� − ṽ22��
v1111 − 3v1122

�s = 0 �s =
ṽ22�v1111 − 3ṽ11�v1122

v1111 − 3v1122

�48�

Similarly, mixed-type equilibria �47� coincide with the antisym-
metric ones �46� at the points

�a�: �a = 0 �a
2 =

6�ṽ11� − ṽ22��
v2222 − 3v1122

, �a =
ṽ11�v2222 − 3ṽ22�v1122

v2222 − 3v1122

�49�

At these points, the secondary �postcritical� bifurcations occur.
Critical points �48� and �49� exist if the quantities �2 and �2

determined by the corresponding expressions are positive.
With a change of parameters �2 , . . . ,�m, the bimodal bifurcation

splits into a series of unimodal bifurcations. For understanding the
structure of the bifurcating equilibria, let us plot solutions
�45�–�47� in the �� ,�2 ,�2� space. Each of these solutions is rep-
resented by a straight line, Fig. 4. The line corresponding to the
symmetric equilibria lies in the �� ,�2� plane, the line correspond-
ing to the antisymmetric equilibria lies in the �� ,�2� plane, and the
line corresponding to the mixed-type equilibria intersects the two
previous lines. Of course, only the �2�0, �2�0 part of the space
has physical meaning. Therefore, we can distinguish four qualita-
tively different situations. If �s

2�0 and �a
2�0, then the mixed-

type equilibrium line does not intersect the physical domain �equi-
libria of mixed type do not exist�. If �s

2�0 and �a
2�0, then the

mixed-type equilibrium half-line belongs to the physical domain
�equilibria of mixed type exist and appear in the bifurcation of

2
symmetric equilibria�; this is the case shown in Fig. 4. If �s �0

MARCH 2008, Vol. 75 / 021016-5
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Fig. 2 Unfolding of the bimodal bifurcation: Cases 1–8
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Fig. 3 Unfolding of the bimodal bifurcation: Cases 9–16
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nd �a
2�0, then the mixed-type equilibrium half-line belongs to

he physical domain �equilibria of mixed type exist and appear in
he bifurcation of antisymmetric equilibria�. Finally, if �s

2�0 and

a
2�0, then the mixed-type equilibrium segment between the
oints ��s ,�s

2 ,�s
2� and ��a ,�a

2 ,�a
2� belongs to the physical domain

equilibria of mixed type exist and are bounded by the bifurca-
ions of symmetric and antisymmetric equilibria�.

In the �� ,� ,�� space, the equilibrium lines become curves,
hich are orthogonal to the planes �=0 and �=0. Eliminating �

rom Eqs. �47�, we obtain

�v2222 − 3v1122��2 − �v1111 − 3v1122��2 = 6  = ṽ11� − ṽ22�

�50�

n the �� ,�� plane, this is a hyperbola, ellipse, or empty set
epending on the signs of the coefficients v1111−3v1122, v2222
3v1122, and .
Unfolding of bifurcations for 16 cases of Table 1 is depicted in

igs. 2 and 3. These figures are based on relations �45�–�50�. Note
hat the bifurcation points of the trivial equilibrium correspond to
= ṽ11� for the symmetric path and �= ṽ22� for the antisymmetric
ath. For the sake of simplicity, in the figures, we took ṽ11��0
nd ṽ22��0, which does not change the pictures qualitatively.

As an example, let us consider unfolding of the first case in
able 1. The unperturbed situation �ṽ11�= ṽ22�=0�, is shown in
ig. 2 �Case 1, =0�. From Table 1, it follows that the denomi-
ators in formulas �48� and �49� are positive. Hence, if = ṽ11�

ṽ22��0, then there are only intersections �bifurcations� between
ymmetric and mixed-type equilibrium branches at the point �48�,
ig. 2 �Case 1, �0�. If �0, then only antisymmetric and
ixed-type equilibrium branches intersect at the point �49�, Fig. 2

Case 1, �0�. Therefore, in the unfolding picture, the mixed-
ype equilibria appear due to the secondary bifurcation of sym-

etric ��0� or antisymmetric ��0� equilibria.
It should be noted that the unfolding of a bimodal critical point

s qualitatively different for systems without symmetry property
30�. In the latter case, typically, there are no secondary pitchfork
ifurcations.

In multiparameter case, stability criterion for the equilibria is
he condition of positive definiteness of the matrix �36�, where
ne must substitute −� by −�+ ṽ11� and −�+ ṽ22� in the first and

ig. 4 Structure of nontrivial equilibria for nearly bimodal criti-
al point
econd diagonal elements, respectively.

21016-8 / Vol. 75, MARCH 2008
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First, consider the trivial equilibrium �=�=0. In this case, the
eigenvalues of the matrix �36� become

�1 = − � + ṽ11� �2 = − � + ṽ22� �51�

The bimodal critical point is defined by the conditions �1=�2=0.
With the use of Eq. �44�, these conditions define a plane of codi-
mension 2 in parameter space ��1 , . . . ,�m�. Hence, the codimen-
sion of a bimodal critical point equals 2 �this critical point can be
typically found by adjusting values of two parameters�. Here, the
symmetry �30� is very important: Due to this symmetry, the off-
diagonal elements ṽ12� vanish. These elements are nonzero in sys-
tems without symmetry �30� or if both unstable modes are sym-
metric �or antisymmetric�. In that case, the codimension of a
bimodal critical point equals 3, which agrees with general results
of the singularity theory �15�.

Stability of nontrivial equilibria can be studied similarly by
computing eigenvalues of the 2
2 second variation matrix. How-
ever, in the perturbed case, we can avoid these computations by
using known properties of unimodal bifurcations �Sec. 3�, and the
properties of postcritical paths for large �1��2 , . . . ,�m �at these
values of �1, the stability type of a postcritical path is the same as
for �2= ¯ =�m=0�. The results of stability analysis are shown in
Figs. 2 and 3. Recall that stable equilibria are shown by thick
lines, while thin solid and dashed lines correspond to unstable
equilibria with one and two negative eigenvalues of the matrix
�36�, respectively. For example, in Fig. 2 �Case 1, �0�, the first
bifurcation is supercritical �symmetric equilibria are stable�, and
antisymmetric equilibria appear when the unstable trivial equilib-
rium bifurcates �antisymmetric equilibria are unstable�. After the
secondary bifurcation, antisymmetric equilibria become stable as
in the bimodal picture �=0�, and unstable mixed-type equilibria
appear. We can see that for higher values of �, the stability prop-
erties of all the equilibria are the same as for the bimodal bifur-
cation for =0.

We remark that the unfoldings in Cases 5 and 10, as well as 15
and 16, are similar from the physical point of view since the
unstable paths differ only by degrees of instability.

Note that for symmetric two degrees-of-freedom systems, clas-
sification of four cases with respect to the parameters v1111
−3v1122 and v2222−3v1122 was given in �3�, and Cases 1, 7, 11,
and 12 ��0� of Figs. 2 and 3 were drawn in �4�, while we have
recognized 16 different cases, each of them corresponding to dif-
ferent pictures in 3D space.

8 Mechanical Example
As a mechanical example, we consider an elastic articulated

column with elastically clamped ends loaded by an axial force P,
Fig. 5. The column consists of five segments of length L con-
nected by six elastic hinges with the bending stiffnesses
b0 ,b1 , . . . ,b5. Linear stability problem for the straight equilibrium
of the column has been treated in �10�. We consider a symmetric
structure with symmetric boundary conditions, so that b0=b5, b1
=b4, and b2=b3. Deflection of the column is determined by the
vector of coordinates q= �q1 ,q2 ,q3 ,q4�, which are related to the

Fig. 5 Elastic articulated column loaded by an axial force
angles between the segments and the horizontal axis as
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qi+1 − qi = L sin �i i = 0, . . . ,4 q0 = q5 = 0 �52�
The potential function of the column is

V = 	
i=0

5 �bi

2
��i − �i−1�2 − PL�1 − cos �i�� �−1 = 0 �5 = 0

�53�
For the sake of simplicity, we introduce nondimensional quan-

ities

q̃i =
qi

L
P̃ =

PL

b*
b̃i =

bi

b*
Ṽ =

V

b*
�54�

here b* is a reference stiffness.
Substituting Eq. �52� into Eq. �53� with the use of Eq. �54� and

mitting tildes, we obtain the nondimensional potential function
s

V =
b0

2
�arcsin q1�2 +

b1

2
�arcsin�q2 − q1� − arcsin q1�2

+
b2

2
�arcsin�q3 − q2� − arcsin�q2 − q1��2 +

b2

2
�arcsin�q4 − q3�

− arcsin�q3 − q2��2 +
b1

2
�arcsin q4 + arcsin�q4 − q3��2

+
b0

2
�arcsin q4�2 − P�5 − �1 − q1

2 − �1 − �q2 − q1�2

− �1 − �q3 − q2�2 − �1 − �q4 − q3�2 − �1 − �q4�2� �55�

or small values of the coordinates qi, the potential can be ex-
anded in Taylor series

=
b0

2
q1

2 +
b1

2
�q2 − 2q1�2 +

b2

2
�q3 − 2q2 + q1�2 +

b2

2
�q4 − 2q3 + q2�2

+
b1

2
�− 2q4 + q3�2 +

b0

2
q4

2 −
P

2
�q1

2 + �q2 − q1�2 + �q3 − q2�2

+ �q4 − q3�2 + q4
2� + ¯ �56�

he second order terms given in Eq. �56� define the stiffness ma-
rix C. Equation �6� for the linear buckling problem takes the form

�b0 + 4b1 + b2 − 2P�u1 + �− 2b1 − 2b2 + P�u2 + b2u3 = 0

�− 2b1 − 2b2 + P�u1 + �b1 + 5b2 − 2P�u2 + �− 4b2 + P�u3 + b2u4 = 0
�57�

b2u1 + �− 4b2 + P�u2 + �b1 + 5b2 − 2P�u3 + �− 2b1 − 2b2 + P�u4 = 0

b2u2 + �− 2b1 − 2b2 + P�u3 + �b0 + 4b1 + b2 − 2P�u4 = 0

Due to symmetry of the column, Eq. �57� possesses symmetric
nd antisymmetric solutions. For the symmetric solution, we take
4=u1, u3=u2. Then, from the first two �or the last two� equations
57�, we get the quadratic equation for buckling loads

Ps
2 − Ps�b0 + 2b1 + b2� + b0b1 + b0b2 + b1b2 = 0 �58�

oth roots of this equation are positive, and the smaller root gives
he critical buckling load if buckling is symmetric.

For the antisymmetric solution, we take u4=−u1, u3=−u2 and
imilarly obtain the quadratic equation

Pa
2 − Pa�3

5
b0 + 2b1 + 3b2� +

1

5
b0b1 +

9

5
b0b2 + 5b1b2 = 0 �59�

he smaller root of this equation yields the critical buckling load
f buckling is antisymmetric.

The condition of bimodality is that the smaller Ps is equal to the

maller Pa. So, we have
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2b2 −
2

5
b0 + �b0

2 − 2b0b2 + 4b1
2 + b2

2

=
1

5
�9b0

2 + 40b0b1 − 90b0b2 + 100b1
2 − 200b1b2 + 225b2

2

�60�
This equation defines a surface in three-dimensional space of the
column stiffnesses �b0 ,b1 ,b2� shown in Fig. 6. Each point on this
surface corresponds to a column with the bimodal critical buck-
ling load.

Note that for rigid clamping of the column �as b0 tends to
infinity�, Eqs. �58� and �59� furnish the buckling loads

Ps = b1 + b2 Pa =
b1

3
+ 3b2 �61�

Thus, for rigid clamping, the bimodality condition is b1=3b2. This
means that the bimodal surface tends to the plane b1=3b2 for the
stiffness b0 tending to infinity, see Fig. 6.

Let us study postbuckling behavior of the symmetric column
for the parameters b0=1, b1=0.25, b2=1, satisfying the bimodal-
ity condition �60�. According to Eqs. �57�–�59�, we compute the
bimodal critical buckling load P=1 and the corresponding eigen-
modes �eigenvectors� u1= �1,2 ,2 ,1� and u2= �1,0.4,−0.4,−1�.
Expanding the potential function �55� up to fourth order terms and
using Eq. �20�, we compute the coefficients v11�=−4.0 and v22�

=−3.36. Then, we normalize the eigenvectors u1 and u2 dividing
them by �−v11� and �−v22�, respectively, so that the condition
�32� is satisfied. Using normalized eigenvectors in Eq. �20�, we
calculate the coefficients

v1111 = 0.25 v2222 = 0.38605 v1122 = 0.25 �62�
The bifurcation belongs to Type 1 in Table 1. It means that both
symmetric and antisymmetric solutions are supercritical and
stable while the mixed-type solution is supercritical and unstable,
see Fig. 2 �Case 1, =0�. The nontrivial equilibria according to
Eqs. �33�–�35� are given asymptotically as

qs = � ���0,2.4494,4.8989,4.8989,2.4494,0�

qa = � ���0,2.1507,0.8602,− 0.8602,− 2.1507,0�
�63�

�

Fig. 6 Stiffness parameters for columns undergoing bimodal
buckling
qm1 = � ��0,2.4665,2.7184,1.6110,− 0.3018,0�

MARCH 2008, Vol. 75 / 021016-9
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qm2 = � ���0,− 0.3018,1.6110,2.7184,2.4665,0�
he stiffnesses of the bimodal column and corresponding new
quilibrium states, divided by ���, are presented in Fig. 7.

Let us study unfolding of this bifurcation due to change of the
tiffness �b0. According to Eqs. �44� and �56�, we find

 = ṽ11� − ṽ22� = 2�b0�u11
2 − u21

2 � = − 0.0952�b0 �64�

ence, if we decrease the stiffness �b0�0, then the antisymmet-
ic form of instability becomes critical, and the corresponding
nfolding is shown in Fig. 2, Case 1 ��0�. If the stiffness is
ncreased �b0�0, then the symmetric form of instability becomes
ritical with the unfolding shown in Fig. 2, Case 1 ��0�.

For the stiffnesses b0=1, b1=0.15, b2=0.76465, we compute
he bimodal critical buckling load P=0.84167, the corresponding
igenmodes u1= �1,3.0554,3.0554,1� and u2= �1,0.3888,
0.3888,−1�, and the coefficients v11�=−10.449 and v22�

−3.3517. Then, we normalize the eigenvectors and calculate the
oefficients

v1111 = 0.29058 v2222 = 0.35097 v1122 = 0.05163 �65�
he bifurcation belongs to Type 6 in Table 1. This means that
ymmetric and antisymmetric solutions are supercritical and un-
table while the mixed-type solution is supercritical and stable,
ee Fig. 2 �Case 6, =0�. Thus, we have recognized a surprising
ffect that a symmetric bimodal column loaded by an axial force
an buckle with a stable asymmetric mode!

According to Eqs. �33�–�35�, the bifurcating equilibria are
iven asymptotically as

qs = � ���0,1.4056,4.2949,4.2949,1.4056,0�

qa = � ���0,2.2583,0.8780,− 0.8780,− 2.2583,0�
�66�

qm1 = � ���0,2.9661,4.3570,2.9848,− 0.5632,0�

qm2 = � ���0,− 0.5632,2.9848,4.3570,2.9661,0�
he stiffnesses of the bimodal column and corresponding non-

rivial equilibrium states, divided by ���, are presented in Fig. 8.
If we study unfolding of this bifurcation due to change of the

tiffness �b1, then according to Eqs. �44� and �56�, we get

ig. 7 Stiffnesses and buckling modes of the elastic column
b0=1,b1=0.25,b2=1…

ig. 8 Stiffnesses and buckling modes of the elastic column

b0=1,b1=0.15,b2=0.76465…

21016-10 / Vol. 75, MARCH 2008
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 = ṽ11� − ṽ22� = 2�b1��u12 − 2u11�2 − �u22 − 2u21�2� = 1.3358�b1

�67�

Thus, if we decrease the stiffness �b1�0, then the antisymmetric
form of instability becomes critical, and the corresponding unfold-
ing is shown in Fig. 2, Case 6 ��0�. If the stiffness is increased
�b1�0, then the symmetric form of instability becomes critical
with the unfolding is shown in Fig. 2, Case 6 ��0�.

8.1 Bimodal Optimal Column. Let us consider columns un-
der the condition

b0 + b1 + b2 = const �68�
This equality resembles the fixed total volume constraint for a
continuous column. Figure 9 shows dependence of the critical
load on b1 and b2 with b0 given by Eq. �68� with const=1; due to
homogeneity of Eqs. �58� and �59�, the plot for any const can be
obtained from Fig. 9 by scaling. Columns with bimodal critical
loads correspond to edges, where the surfaces Pa and Ps intersect.
The analysis �similar to the one given above� shows that the left
bimodal arch contains two big parts corresponding to Bifurcations
1 and 6 according to the classification in Fig. 2; between these two
parts, there is a tiny part corresponding to Bifurcation 11 �not
shown in the figure�. The right arch corresponds to the bifurcation
of Type 1. The maximal critical load Pmax=0.4465 is attained at
the bimodal point b0=0.4717, b1=0.1021, b2=0.4263 with the
bifurcation of Type 1. We note that the postbuckling behavior of
the articulated optimal column is similar to that of the continuous
optimal column �12�. Clearly, a bimodal optimal solution is the
generic phenomenon. In different optimization problems, the bi-
modal solutions were found �6,10–14�.

9 Conclusion
For general potential systems with symmetry having multiple

degrees of freedom, we studied bifurcations at bimodal branching
points. Formulas describing postbuckling paths and conditions for
their stability are derived. We presented the full list of possible
cases for postbuckling paths and their stability depending on three
system coefficients v1111, v2222, and v1122. In order to calculate
these coefficients, we need to know the derivatives of the potential
energy and eigenvectors of the linearized problem taken at the
bifurcation point. Then, we studied unfolding of bimodal branch-
ing points due to change of system parameters. Classification and
analysis of all possible cases given in Table 1 with Figs. 2 and 3
constitute the central result of the paper. It is remarkable that all
the formulas derived in this paper are given in terms of the origi-
nal potential energy.

The presented theory is illustrated by a mechanical example on
stability and postbuckling behavior of a bimodal articulated elastic
column having four degrees of freedom and depending on three

Fig. 9 Critical load depending on stiffness parameters
stiffnesses at the hinges �problem parameters�. It is shown that
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imodal critical points are described by smooth surfaces in param-
ter space. Numerical results are presented illustrating influence
f problem parameters on postbuckling paths, their stability and
nfolding. Two different kinds of postbuckling behavior are dem-
nstrated. One is associated with stable symmetric and antisym-
etric modes, and unstable mixed-type modes, while the second

ne is associated with stable mixed-type modes and unstable sym-
etric and antisymmetric modes. Thus, a surprising phenomenon

hat a symmetric bimodal column loaded by an axial force can
uckle with a stable asymmetric mode is recognized.

A considered example with the constrained sum of the stiff-
esses of the articulated column shows that the maximum critical
oad �optimal design� is attained at the bimodal point with the
ostbuckling behavior similar to that of the continuous optimal
olumn.

We remark that we have studied bimodal bifurcations of the
table stability path of the potential system with increasing load
arameter. Certainly, the case when the trivial equilibrium is un-
table on both sides of the bifurcation point could also be useful.
t would be interesting to recognize more physical systems and
henomena related to bimodal bifurcations.
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